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Have you always been fond of learning Spanish but just never felt confident enough to learn a
new language? Are you curious to understand those hit Latino songs without looking at the
lyrics? Watch your favorite Netflix series without subtitles, without taking long-hour Spanish
lessons or spending an extended amount of time in a Spanish-speaking country? Don't waste
your time on useless lessons that teach you only about the theory. With our new revolutionary
course, you have the opportunity to learn from native Spanish speakers about the secret of
learning the language, and the truly useful tips to be able to write and speak Spanish in everyday
life.The traditional method taught does not give you efficient results. Hours and hours of studying
the rules would only make you lost. Think about how you learned your native language… When
you were finally able to speak the first few words… Did you study the theory? Or you simply
listened and emulated what your parents said to you?The fast and steady growth of the Spanish
speaking population has made Spanish a necessity in business and a key language, with more
than 400 million native speakers all over the world and as second language in the USA and
Europe.That’s what you will learn:You will understand the basics of the Spanish language, such
as spelling and pronunciationYou will focalize on the important parts of speechA list of
fundamental verbsDiscover the four types of sentencesThe authentic ways to communicate in
SpanishImprove your ninja kit useful baggage of words to order food, ask information in the
airport, find the best deal while shopping, and manage any emergency or health issues.Over
1,000 common Spanish phrases that you can learn on your downtime.Practical exercises for
everyday lifeAnd much, much more...Even if you never open a language book before or you
were never involved in any Spanish classes, the practical approach of this book together with
the practical exercises will guide you step by step in learning Spanish. In less than no time,
without even realizing it, you will begin to understand the texts in the songs, movies and talking
in Spanish.SO, WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?A FEW DOLLARS SPENT ARE THE VALUE
OF YOUR EDUCATION?If you are serious about learning Spanish as fast and effective as
possible, yet still on your own terms, then scroll the top of the page and click the BUY NOW
BUTTON and learn now!

From the Back CoverChina is aging at an extraordinary speed and has the largest quantity of
elderly persons in the world. Scholars utilize this unprecedented living experience of human
being and the unique Chinese Longitudinal Healthy Longevity Survey (CLHLS) datasets with the
aim to answer in this volume the following questions critical to the aging population world wide.
Is the period of disability compressing or expanding with increasing life expectancy and what
factors are associated with these trends in the recent decades? Is it possible to realize morbidity
compression with a prolongation of the life span in the future?The first section of the book



presents the CLHLS project’s study design, sample distribution, contents of data collected, and
assessments of age reporting and data quality. The remaining chapters are grouped into
sections dealing with the demographic, social, economic, familial and psychological dimensions
of healthy longevity.This volume contributes to the development of scientific knowledge related
to the "slowing down" of the pace of progression of morbidity with mortality declines at older
ages. Research findings reported in this book are instrumental in the ultimate realization of the
long-term dream of healthy longevity, that is, not only living longer, but living a healthier life."The
research in this book captures the highlight of a decade of effort on CLHLS study and
represents an important milestone in our emerging understanding of how individuals can
endeavor to live a long, healthy life and how societies can help them do so. We still have only a
partial understanding of the determinants of healthy longevity, but we have a considerably better
understanding than we had a decade ago. Moreover, we can look forward to prospects for a
deeper understanding based in significant measure on the further analysis of data from the
ongoing CLHLS endeavor."-- James W. Vaupel, Director of Max Planck Institute for
Demographic Research and Professor of Duke University"The CLHLS casts valuable light on
important features of the aging process in the world's largest country. This volume will serve as a
basic reference work both for Chinese studies and for comparative analyses."-- Samuel Preston,
Frederick Warren Professor of Demography, University of Pennsylvania"The CLHLS is a
fantastic enterprise which started 10 years ago and which will leave a benchmark of the social,
economic, and familial situation of the Chinese elderly at the time when they comprised 7% of
the whole population and when China entered a new period of accelerated aging. From now on
population aging in China and its social consequences, as well as individual lengthening of life
and its health consequences will be carefully assessed in reference to the CLHLS. We dream to
have such studies for the other large countries on the point of also experiencing similar
demographic changes"-- Jean-Marie Robine, Research Director at the French National Institute
of Health and Medical Research and Professor of University of Montpellier--This text refers to
the hardcover edition.Review"The research in this book captures the highlight of a decade of
effort on CLHLS study and represents an important milestone in our emerging understanding of
how individuals can endeavor to live a long, healthy life and how societies can help them do so.
We still have only a partial understanding of the determinants of healthy longevity, but we have a
considerably better understanding than we had a decade ago. Moreover, we can look forward to
prospects for a deeper understanding based in significant measure on the further analysis of
data from the ongoing CLHLS endeavor."-- James W. Vaupel, Director of Max Planck Institute for
Demographic Research and Professor of Duke University"The CLHLS casts valuable light on
important features of the aging process in the world's largest country. This volume will serve as a
basic reference work both for Chinese studies and for comparative analyses."-- Samuel Preston,
Frederick Warren Professor of Demography, University of Pennsylvania"The CLHLS is a
fantastic enterprise which started 10 years ago and which will leave a benchmark of the social,
economic, and familial situation of the Chinese elderly at the time when they comprised 7% of



the whole population and when China entered a new period of accelerated aging. From now on
population aging in China and its social consequences, as well as individual lengthening of life
and its health consequences will be carefully assessed in reference to the CLHLS. We dream to
have such studies for the other large countries on the point of also experiencing similar
demographic changes"-- Jean-Marie Robine, Research Director at the French National Institute
of Health and Medical Research and Professor of University of Montpellier--This text refers to
the hardcover edition.
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Spanish for Beginners3 BOOKS IN 1:Spanish for Beginners GRAMMARSpanish for Beginners
VOCABULARYSpanish for Beginners SHORT STORIESBySpanish Learning
RevolutionCоруright 2020 bу Spanish Learning RevolutionAll rightѕ rеѕеrvеdThiѕ dосumеnt iѕ
gеаrеd tоwаrdѕ рrоviding еxасt аnd rеliаblе infоrmаtiоn in rеgаrdѕ tо thе tорiс аnd iѕѕuе
соvеrеd. Thе рubliсаtiоn iѕ ѕоld with thе idеа thаt thе рubliѕhеr iѕ nоt rеquirеd tо rеndеr
ассоunting, оffiсiаllу реrmittеd, оr оthеrwiѕе, quаlifiеd ѕеrviсеѕ. If аdviсе iѕ nесеѕѕаrу, lеgаl оr
рrоfеѕѕiоnаl, a рrасtiсеd individuаl in thе рrоfеѕѕiоn ѕhоuld bе оrdеrеd.- Frоm a Dесlаrаtiоn оf
Prinсiрlеѕ whiсh wаѕ ассерtеd аnd аррrоvеd еquаllу bу a Cоmmittее оf thе Amеriсаn Bаr
Aѕѕосiаtiоn аnd a Cоmmittее оf Publiѕhеrѕ аnd Aѕѕосiаtiоnѕ.In nо wау iѕ, it lеgаl tо rерrоduсе,
duрliсаtе, оr trаnѕmit аnу раrt оf thiѕ dосumеnt in еithеr еlесtrоniс mеаnѕ оr in рrintеd fоrmаt.
Rесоrding оf thiѕ рubliсаtiоn iѕ ѕtriсtlу рrоhibitеd аnd аnу ѕtоrаgе оf thiѕ dосumеnt iѕ nоt
аllоwеd unlеѕѕ with writtеn реrmiѕѕiоn frоm thе рubliѕhеr. All rightѕ rеѕеrvеd.Thе infоrmаtiоn
рrоvidеd hеrеin iѕ ѕtаtеd tо bе truthful аnd соnѕiѕtеnt, in thаt аnу liаbilitу, in tеrmѕ оf inаttеntiоn
оr оthеrwiѕе, bу аnу uѕаgе оr аbuѕе оf аnу роliсiеѕ, рrосеѕѕеѕ, оr dirесtiоnѕ соntаinеd within iѕ
thе ѕоlitаrу аnd uttеr rеѕроnѕibilitу оf thе rесiрiеnt reader. Undеr nо сirсumѕtаnсеѕ will аnу lеgаl
rеѕроnѕibilitу оr blаmе bе hеld аgаinѕt thе рubliѕhеr fоr аnу rераrаtiоn, dаmаgеѕ, оr mоnеtаrу
lоѕѕ duе tо thе infоrmаtiоn hеrеin, еithеr dirесtlу оr indirесtlу.Rеѕресtivе аuthоrѕ оwn аll
соруrightѕ nоt hеld bу thе рubliѕhеr.Thе infоrmаtiоn hеrеin iѕ оffеrеd fоr infоrmаtiоnаl рurроѕеѕ
ѕоlеlу, аnd iѕ univеrѕаl аѕ ѕо. Thе рrеѕеntаtiоn оf thе information iѕ withоut соntrасt оr аnу tуре
оf guаrаntее аѕѕurаnсе.Thе trаdеmаrkѕ thаt аrе uѕеd аrе withоut аnу соnѕеnt аnd thе
рubliсаtiоn оf thе trаdеmаrk iѕ withоut реrmiѕѕiоn оr bасking bу thе trаdеmаrk оwnеr. All
trаdеmаrkѕ аnd brands within thiѕ bооk аrе fоr сlаrifуing рurроѕеѕ оnlу аnd аrе thе оwnеd bу
the оwnеrѕ thеmѕеlvеѕ, nоt аffiliаtеd with thiѕ dосumеnt.3 BOOKS IN 1:Spanish for Beginners
GRAMMARSpanish for Beginners VOCABULARYSpanish for Beginners SHORT
STORIESSpanish for Beginners GRAMMARTABLE OF CONTENTSChapter 1Basic grammar:
building sentencesStatementPhraseSentencePropositionPersonal SentenceImpersonal
sentenceDeclarative sentencesInterrogative sentencesExclamatory sentencesTransitive
sentencesIntransitive sentencesRegimen supplement or supplementThe predicates/
complementsCopulative sentencesPractical exercisesSimple prayers for everyday lifeChapter
IIVerbsVerb ser/estarThe verb haber / tenerPersonal formNon-personal
formInfinitiveGerundParticipleVerbal modesIndicativeSubjunctiveImperativeVerb tensesSimple
tensePresent tensePast tenseFutureCompound tensesPractical exercises for
pronunciation.Verb usage in everyday situationsChapter IIIPronounsPersonalReflective
pronounsRelative pronounsPossessive pronounIndefinite pronounsDemonstratives
pronounsInterrogatives pronounsPractical exercises with pronounsThe pronoun in their daily
useChapter IVThe articlesDetermined articlesIndeterminate articlesThe contracted
articlesPractical exercises with articlesArticles usage in everyday lifeChapter



VAdjectivesQualifyingAttribution adjectivesRelational adjectivesCardinal adjectivesOrdinal
adjectivesMultiplicative adjectivesAdverbial adjectivesAdjective as a nounThe degrees of the
adjectiveComparativeSuperlativeThe use of the adjective in everyday lifeChapter VIAdverbsThe
Adverb in a sentenceAdverb positionPractical exercises with adverbsChapter VIIThe use of
genderNeutralFemaleHeteronymous nounsIndistinct or commonEpicenityAmbiguousChapter
VIIIAccentuationThe accent and the accent markThe syllableAtonic and tonic
syllablesMonosyllable wordsDiacritical Accent MarkPolysyllable wordsThe diphthongThe
triptongoThe hiatusPractical exercisesChapter IXThe use of porqué, por qué, porque y por
que.ExercisesChapter XUse of "se"Reflexive SESE verb intensifier or dativeReciprocal
SE.Medium voice indicatorPronominal SEImpersonal SEPassive reflex SEPractical exercises to
practice the “SE”Chapter XISpelling rules in SpanishThe use of 'P' and 'B'The use of “V” and
“B”The use of "C", "S" and "Z"The use of the "LL" and "Y"The use of "G" and "J"The letter
"Ñ"Chapter XIISpanish PracticesExercise #1Exercise #2Exercise #3Exercise #4Exercise
#5Exercise #6Exercise #7Exercise #8Exercise #9Exercise #10Exercise #11Exercise
#12Exercise #13Exercise #14Exercise #15Exercise #16Exercise #17Exercise #18Exercise
#19Exercise #20Exercise #21Exercise #22Exercise #23Exercise #24Exercise #25Exercises
correct answersAnswers to exercise # 2Answers to exercise # 3Answers to exercise # 5Answer
to exercise # 9Answers to exercise # 10Response to exercise # 15Answers for exercise #
16Answers for exercise # 17Answers to the exercise # 22Answer of the exercise # 23Answers
for exercise # 24IntroductionThis book aims to help you in your first steps into learning Spanish.
Throughout these pages you will find the most basic levels, lessons and the most general
knowledge available about this language. We will focus on the explanation of the Spanish’s
grammar, this being: the uses of the verbs, tenses, genres, uses of some particular letters, etc.
All the lessons are necessary to be able to understand a more advanced level of this language
and you can also have a section dedicated to conversation about various day-to-day
circumstances and tourism, as well as completion and pronunciation exercises.The Spanish
language, or also known as Castilian between Hispanic people, is a language that has
undergone many modifications throughout its history and that above all has been present in
various cultural forms, for this reason Spanish is a language that has many words, some of them
with different uses depending on the region in which you are located. This linguistic diversity
makes Spanish an extremely rich language when writing or composing texts since its variety of
words and expressions can give you a lot of freedom to do so. You may be wondering where
does Spanish come from. Spanish is a romance language, which means that it is derived from
Latin. Latin? Let's talk a little about this ancient language.Latin is an italic language of the Indo-
European language family. It was spoken in Ancient Rome, Middle Age, Modern Age and even
came to be used in the Contemporary Age. It appeared for the first time in 1000 BC at the center
of Italy, a region called Lazio, but there are texts in this language dating from the sixth century
BC. At the beginning, Latin was of limited use, few regions used this language and it was spoken
the most by peasants, so it was often called sermo rusticus which means countryside



speaking.From the second century BC until 200 AD the Latin had no extraordinary variation in its
language. However, with the expansion of Rome, it came the expansion of Latin along with it, by
conquering other people who had a different language, Latin was imposed but was also affected
by these new languages which were from the native people. The Romans were developing new
discoveries and with this, new words that came from the conquered peoples. In this way, Latin
obtained more vocabulary but no major internal modifications in terms of grammatical and
phonetic structure.During the Middle Age, after the fall of the Roman Empire, Latin continued to
be used for several centuries, even at the written level, important documents of the King and the
Church continued to be written in Latin. Piece by piece, classical Latin was transformed and
gave way to what is known as Vulgar Latin that began to be spoken in the provinces; thus
opening the way to the Proto-Romance.In the Modern Age, Latin was still of official use: the
church, the courts and literature still used this language. But regarding what it was better
suitable for the daily life of people and the common use of Latin, this language began to be
displaced by local languages   that later would evolve into what it came to be known the
romance languages of today. Latin is currently considered a dead language, which means it is
not subject to evolution. It is still being taught in many universities around the world, especially in
careers or professions linked to theology, philosophy and letters. Its current use is not official
anywhere in the world. However, there are groups of people who are still using this language and
thousands of texts written in Latin are still preserved. The Romance languages, one of them and
for which you have come here for is Spanish, but there are many others such as: Italian, French,
Portuguese, Romanian, etc. All this set of languages   have many features in common, both
grammatical and phonological - semantic. The reason why these languages, like the Germanic
ones, have so many similarities but in turn are quite different from each other is due to a totally
geographical reason. The expansion of the peoples who spoke Latin towards different areas of
the Indo-European continent made the evolution of Latin possible in various ways. The root of all
these languages   is the same, hence their similarities, but their subsequent development was
totally individual.Keep in mind that, in addition, the geographical proximity of certain areas made
certain Romance Languages   have more similarity to each other than the others. There is also
the presence of geographical distance from the birthplace of Latin: the languages   that evolved
geographically farther away or outside of Rome evolved significantly different from their mother
language, unlike other languages that evolved at areas near Rome.Here is a list of the evolution
of Romance Languages   according to their evolution from Latin, organized from minor to major
difference:S: 8%It: 12%Cilian/Spanish: 20%R: 23.5%C: 24%O: 25%P: 31%F: 44%Spanish/
Castilian was spoken as a language from the ninth century AD at the Iberian Peninsula. The first
written texts found in this language were the Valpuesta Charter and the Kesos Nodicia. This
Castilian is currently referred to as medieval Spanish, which is a transition period between late
Latin and Auric Spanish, which is a type of Spanish that was used as a language between the
fifteenth and seventeenth centuries. However, this medieval Spanish would not only evolve into
the auric Spanish, but would later bear fruit to the Judeo-Spanish, which would be spoken by



Jewish communities that would be descendants of the Hebrews who were expelled from Spain
by the Catholic Monarchs. Being this a Jewish language, it has a greater Hebrew and Turkish
influence.Later, auric Spanish would bifurcate in two ways: modern Spanish and Creole
languages. The latter would be known as chavacano, used in parts of the Philippines, Malaysia
and Indonesia; the palenquero, spoken in San Basilio, Colombia, and finally the papiamento,
spoken in the Netherlands Antilles. As we know, Spanish is born in Castile, a term that applies to
a certain imprecise geographical area that alludes to Spain. However, there are many countries
in the American Continent that have Spanish as their official language, this is due to the success
of the conquest of America, where Spain came to occupy much of northern territory and almost
all of the south. The discovery and brutal conquest of America by the Spanish Christopher
Columbus began on October 14th,1492. The English and Portuguese would later join the
occupation of this new territory. For this reason, not all America currently uses Spanish as its
official language.In this new territory, there were civilizations which were not so advanced as
European. They had a fairly organized way of life, reaching schools, healing sites, religion and
geographically defined communities and, of course, hundreds of different languages
nevertheless. These communities, called indigenous people, used huge varieties of language, a
community close to another could handle a totally different language. There are currently many
studies and even old books written in these Native American languages. The Spanish conquest
in most of the southern, central and northern parts of America would begin brutally with deaths
and slavery towards these natives. Having a huge communication gap between the conquerors
and the natives, the latter were gradually forced to learn Spanish. Years later, this would be the
official language that would be used in these territories, until many indigenous languages   and
other few survivors were left behind in regards to social and commercial use. With the mixture of
natives and Spaniards, the so-called Creoles were born, who were the upper and privileged
class of America. These people spoke entirely Spanish, although they still had the possibility to
learn some of the other native languages, in order to communicate better with the indigenous
people who still maintained a certain degree of resistance. Unlike the natural evolution that Latin
had, Spanish was imposed savagely on these new lands, so there was no linguistic
contamination, that is, Spanish remained intact during this linguistic transfer.Spanish is a
language that currently has many varieties and dialects. It is one of the languages   with more
speakers worldwide and it is normal that, like every language, after so many centuries of history,
very or little marked variations are seen. In Spain, for example, there are currently co-dialects
that are considered as they had a different development from current Spanish from medieval
Spanish, these are: Aragonese Galician and Asturian-Leonese. Spanish is often divided into
dialect zones defined by geography. These are: In Spain: Central-Northener, Andaluz, Canario.In
Latin America: Caribbean, Andean, Central American, Paraguayan; Chilean, Argentine and
Uruguayan. All these different dialects of Spanish have no major difference from each other,
unlike the aforementioned, co-dialects that are quite different from generic Spanish. The
differences between the dialects are very noticeable in the form of pronunciation. it is more a



matter of phonological than all: various ways of pronouncing the /s/ or the /y/ characterizes the
Argentinians and Uruguayans for instance, who usually drag both phonemes. However, there
are differences at the semantic level that may slightly hinder communication between one
country and another despite officially speaking the same language. There are words in one
country that in another one can mean something totally different, or are simply not known.
Luckily, these linguistic differences are not complex enough to prevent optimal
communication. This phenomenon, which also occurs in all languages, not only happens across
borders between countries, but even within the same country. There may be ways of expressing
oneself at the northern part of a country that are little known or totally strange at the southern
part and at the center of the country. This is how fantastic the language is, which is being totally
flexible and adaptable.In 1713, in Madrid, the Royal Academy of the Spanish language was
founded, during the reign of Felipe V. This measure was inspired by the French Academy and
the idea was by Juan Manuel Pacheco y Ziguña. The purpose of this organization is to preserve
the good use of the Spanish language through activities, research and publications. From then
until today the RAE (initials for Real Academia Español in spanish, which may be literally
translated to Royal Spanish Academy) has been the one that governs the proper use of words,
their writing and their meaning. Every certain number of years and depending on the amount of
variations that have been made, the RAE issues a renewed volume of the use of words, adds
some new words, changes some words’ meanings and the forms of writing. In 1951 the
Association of Academies of the Spanish language was founded, which serves to work together
with other academies that are outside of Spain to reach a lexical and spelling grammar
agreement of all Spanish speakers. The texts of this organization can be obtained online on its
official website as well as using its online dictionary to consult any questions regarding the
meaning of a word. Although not all Spanish speakers are governed verbatim from this
organization, it is true that at a legal and international academic level, the right thing to do is to
be guided by their guidelines since they serve as a way to universalize certain aspects of the
language and to serve and facilitate communication while leaving no ambiguities.Now that you
have learnt from the history of Spanish, from its most primitive state as Latin was, through late
Latin and medieval Spanish; going through its old and current variants and ending with the
description of the academy that governs this language, you can start learning and understanding
Spanish from its most basic operation. It is important to keep in mind that this text is designed for
people who are little to nothing related to the Spanish language, so, if you have some more solid
knowledge and seek to get a deeper look, it is better to go to our next text. Now, let's start!
Chapter IBasic grammar: building sentencesIn this first section of the text you will find the basic
ways of building sentences in Spanish. Do not panic with the number of names and rules that
each of the sentences can have, remember that Spanish is a very diverse language, but once
you can understand how it works it becomes extremely simple.Let's start!StatementThe
statement is a form of verbal expression through one or more words. It is done through a
syntactic expression much smaller than the sentence. It is generally believed that a statement is



synonymous with a sentence or phrase, these terms are not very well clarified for most people. A
statement can vary its meaning depending on the context, it can also express something with a
single word: "Congratulations"You have to keep in mind that the statement is changing, the same
statement with a slightly different context can mean something totally different. The statement
expresses belief, mandate, judgment, doubt, etc. Therefore, we can say that when we affirm
something, within the affirmation sentence we are issuing a statement, For instance:I hate that
you tell me what to do.Odio que me digas qué hacer.An example with which you can understand
the change in meaning of a statement is when you speak in ironic sense. When using irony, the
statement expresses something totally different from what is said literally. Being able to identify
the irony or its non-existence will depend on the context.PhraseWhen we talk about phrases, we
start talking about syntagma. The syntagma is a unit of meaning greater than the word and less
than the sentence. Is the statement a syntagma? It depends a lot on the context and the type of
word that the statement has. The syntagma has its own function and significance. Within a
syntagma there is a core which can be noun, verb, adjective, adverb and pronoun. Therefore, a
phrase expresses a concrete idea and has a core of significance. This core may be subject to a
verb. For instance: She will buy that.Ella comprará eso.To be able to make sentences in Spanish
it is also important to know what the basic structure of this language is when formulating both
phrases and sentences. In this sense, English is not too far or different from Spanish, since for a
simple phrase the structure is the pretty much the same:Subject - Verb - Complement /
PredicateIt is important to keep in mind that this structure does not always match with that of the
English language and therefore we must keep an eye to the differences and when to apply
them.SentenceThe sentence is a smaller syntactic unit that has autonomy. That is, that has
meaning in itself and does not depend on other syntactic units for interpretation. The sentence
can be divided by punctuation marks such as the period, the comma, the semicolon, or the
colon, but it always has a significance that concludes and therefore culminates at the “end
period” or “period and apart.”An example of a sentence in Spanish: It will rain at night.  Lloverá
en la noche.At school they said the earth is round.  En la escuela dijeron que la Tierra es
redonda.The girl was very hungry, but bought some cookies. La chica tenía mucha hambre, pero
compró galletas.As you can see in the last sentence, it seems that they were two sentences, but
we already know that the sentence can be divided by commas and other punctuation marks,
what happens in these cases is that there are propositions.PropositionThe proposition is a
sentence that is subordinate to another. In the previous example, the sentence where the core
verb is COMPRAR is the one that is subordinate to the main sentence which is where the
subject appears. The girl was very hungry but bought some cookies.La chica tenía mucha
hambre pero compró galletas.Subordinate sentenceWhen there is the presence of a
proposition within a sentence, it means that the sentence is composed. The sentences of
compound forms are usually used in Spanish since this adds a lot of extra information and
makes communication flow much more natural. As in English, and any other language and even
form of communication, it is important to provide sufficient information to the recipient of the



message. It is for this reason that, despite being a very basic level, you will begin to learn about
simple and compound sentences at the same time, in a basic, but functional way.More examples
of sentences with propositions:My name is Roberta, and I am nine years old.Mi nombre es
Roberta y tengo nueve años.My mom has two dogs, but one of them is mine.Mi mamá tiene dos
perros, pero uno de ellos es mío.I have two favorite hobbies: I like to paint and sing.Tengo dos
hobbies favoritos: me gusta pintar y cantar.Personal SentenceEvery sentence has a subject. In
personal sentences the subject is the one who executes the action of the verb. The subject can
be, as in English: a person, thing, or animal. The verb must always coincide with the subject in
person (first, second or third person) and in number (singular and plural). Example:Joaquin
plays with his friend today.Joaquin juega hoy con su amigo.Subject VerbMaría
has breakfast.María desayuna.Subject VerbImpersonal sentenceImpersonal
sentences, unlike personal ones, lack a subject to perform the action. Usually the verb is
conjugated in the third person. It is important to know how to identify when a sentence is
impersonal and when it has a subject that is not explicit written in the sentence. In Spanish, it is
quite common to skip the name of the subject and even the pronoun. However, it is understood
that the subject is present in the sentence through other elements. The best way to differentiate
them is to ask yourself: is someone or something performing an action? For instance:You are
walking in the opposite direction.SubjectTú estás caminando en la dirección contraria. (Using
a subject)SubjectEstás caminando en la dirección contraria. (Without using a subject)This is a
sentence with implicit or tacit subject. Although the subject is not mentioned, someone executes
the action of walking. This is often used in everyday life when the one sending the message
refers to something that is close or in sight of the one receiving it. A correct example of
impersonal sentence would be:It will start raining in a few hours.En unas horas empezará a
llover.Declarative sentencesThis type of sentences is characterized because the issuer
announces something, be in an affirmation or a denial. It is important to keep in mind that these
categories are not isolated at all. There may be declarative sentences with tacit subject,
personal declarative sentences, etc. So if you see characteristics of one in others, do not
complicate, that is how it works. I want to go to the beach tomorrow.Yo quiero ir mañana a la
playa.This is a declarative affirmative sentence, the subject indicates that he wants to perform
the action.I don't want to go to the beach tomorrow.Yo no quiero ir a la playa mañana.For the first
time here we have a negation. Here are several things to consider in order to correctly use
negation in Spanish. When you use negation in English, the denial is usually attached to the
verb DO (therefore: do not) or to the verb that is being used in a negative form at that time, for
instance: WON'T, CAN'T. In Spanish however, there is no negative attachment and there are no
possible contractions. In Spanish, the word NO is simply added before the verb and after the
subject. Sometimes, as we know, there is no subject. Examples:I don't need your help to do
this.No necesito tu ayuda para hacer esto.I do not want to leave this Sunday.Yo no quiero salir
este domingo.We will not eat more fish.No vamos a comer más pescado.I have no signal since
nine in the morning.Desde las nueve de la mañana no tengo señal.Interrogative



sentencesInterrogative sentences can be structured in two different ways: the first of which is the
direct form: a clear and concrete question that is asked. In the direct interrogation, the
interrogative adverb “QUÉ” is added, this QUÉ is equivalent to the “WHAT” and has an accent
mark in the letter E. The question is also asked with a question mark at the beginning and
another at the end of the sentence or when the question ends (¿? ). We will explain later on what
is the accent mark and an adverb, for now let's continue with the interrogative sentences.
Example:What time is it?¿Qué hora es?What is that?¿Qué es eso?In indirect interrogations the
same “QUÉ” is still used. However, the order of the sentence gets complicated and the question
marks are not placed, neither at the beginning or at the end of the question.I wonder what time it
isMe pregunto qué hora seráI wonder what would that thing over thereMe pregunto qué será
eso de alláAs you can see, when this type of question is used, the verb “SERÁ” is usually added,
which is a type of conjugation of the verb “SER”, which is the verb TO BE in English. Later we
will explain this verb in detail.Exclamatory sentencesIt is when the issuer wants to express
something with interjection. Exclamation marks are used, both at the beginning of the sentence
and at the end. Good morning everyone!¡Buenos días a todos!Wow, today is a holiday!¡Vaya,
hoy es feriado!When exclamations are made with the adverb “QUÉ” it is also placed with the
accent mark.What a beautiful day!¡Qué lindo día el de hoy!Transitive sentencesThese types of
sentences have as a necessary requirement the existence of a predicative verb, that is, a verb
that, due to its formation and semantic function, needs a direct complement. That is to say, this
type of verbs needs a complement in the sentence that ends up giving the verb semantic
meaning. Some of these verbs are:LimpiarTo cleanEscribirTo writeObservarTo
watchPreguntarTo askSaberTo knowTraerTo bringA slightly more detailed example to
understand this type of sentences could be:Juan traerá el almuerzoJuan is going to bring
lunch. If in this sentence we eliminate the direct complement that is “lunch”, the verb “TRAER”
would not make sense at a significance level. You may ask yourself: What will Juan bring?
Intransitive sentencesIntransitive sentences as well as transitive sentences have a predicative
verb as the essential core, but with the difference that these verbs do not need a direct
complement to have semantic meaning. Some examples of these verbs are:LlegarTo
arriveEntrarTo enterSalirTo go outIrTo goVenirTo comeAndarTo walkAll these verbs do not need
something that complements the meaning. If someone is about to LLEGAR, even if we don't
know where that person is coming from, we know that he or she will arrive. Therefore, the verb
works for itself. Regimen supplement or supplementThe regime complement refers to a
prepositional verb, that is, this complement is characterized that in order to add a direct, indirect
or circumstantial complement, the verb requires a specific preposition and cannot be used by
another preposition instead. Regime supplements may also be selected by nouns and
adjectives. These paradigms are often obtained when the voices come from verbs, so that they
inherit their prepositional regime.Some examples we can have of regime supplements are:Help
me to cross the street.Ayúdame a cruzar la calle.The predicates/complementsWe have
mentioned the predicates before when we talk about the structure of the simple sentence in



Spanish (subject-verb-predicate/complement). The predicate is that complement to the
sentence. There is a subject that acts on the basis of a verb which exists in a predicate, that is,
the predicate is all that accompanies the subject's action. Where did you take the action? The
predicate will give you the answer. How was the action performed? The predicate will give you
the answer.The predicate can be identified or classified into two types of sentences: transitive
sentences and intransitive sentences. But before talking about them it is important to clarify two
points that will help you to get a better understanding of these terms.The direct complement
(from now on, DC) is every person, animal or thing which the action of the verb has direct
influence on. The easiest way to identify the direct complement in one sentence is asking one
question to the verb: what?I want to eat - hamburger .DCYo quiero comer -
hamburguesa .DCWhat do you want to eat? Hamburger On the other hand, Indirect
Complement (from now on, IC) is the one that affects the verb, has an indirect influence over the
verb, and in the same way as with the direct complement, it is identified by asking one question
to the verb: for whom? For instance:Mary opened the window for birds.ICMaría abrió la
ventana para los pájaros.ICCopulative sentencesThese are the ones that need a copulative
verb (to be / to seem). These verbs alone have no meaning but they act as a union link the
subject and the predicate. Example:I am very kind.Yo soy muy amable.Ella parece una
payasa.She looks like a clown.Practical exercisesProblems with your pronunciation? Here are
two tips that will help you.First of all, it is important to keep in mind that the fundamental basis of
the correct pronunciation of the Spanish language are the vowel sounds: A-E-I-O-U are the only
vowel sounds that exist in Spanish, and each of them has only one sound, so there are five
vowel sounds, each quite different from the other and with different ways of articulation. In
Spanish, no vowel is nasal, that is, the nose does not interfere with pronunciation.The opened
vowels, which articulate with a bit opened mouth: A, E, O.The closed vowels are those that
articulate with a bit closed mouth: I, U.A second problem that new Spanish speakers usually
have is the pronunciation of the / r /. This letter in Spanish has two sounds, the first of these
sound that is the most basic is the common / r /, really similar to the / r / that English uses. The
other is the / rr / which is a stronger sound and makes your tongue to vibrate a lot too, unlike the
normal / r /.It is very easy to identify the difference between both pronunciations, when you get a
common and simple / r / in a word it is pronounced in the simple way, a soft sound. But when you
get two of these grouped up / rr / it is this stronger and vibrating sound. It is also pronounced that
way (a stronger and vibrating sound) when a word begins with a simple / r /.
Example:Candy.Caramelo.Carriage.Carro.Bouquet.Ramo.To correctly pronounce these
phonemes, it is important to use the tongue. We place the tip of the tongue on the upper palate,
just behind the upper teeth, creating a very slight or very strong vibration depending on the letter
being / r / o / rr /.Simple prayers for everyday lifeHello, how are you?Hola, ¿cómo estás?Hi fine
and you?Hola ¿bien y tú?Bye, see you tomorrow.Chao, nos vemos mañana.I need
help.Necesito ayuda.I don’t speak Spanish. Do you speak English?No hablo español ¿habla
usted inglés?I need to get to this address .Necesito llegar a esta dirección .I'm lost.Estoy



perdido.What time is it?¿Qué hora es?What’s today date?¿Qué fecha es hoy?My name is
Fabiola.Mi nombre es Fabiola.I'm twenty years old.Tengo veinte años de edad.I want to buy
this.Quiero comprar esto.Do you have a phone that I can use?¿Tiene un teléfono que pueda
usar?Where can I find a drugstore/pharmacy?¿Dónde hay una farmacia?I am from the United
StatesYo soy de Estados UnidosI want to leave.Quiero irme.I arrived already.Ya llegue.Simple
sentences for travelingI am already at the airport.Ya estoy en el aeropuerto.Where are the cabs?
¿Dónde hay taxis?Where are the bathrooms?¿Dónde están los baños?I'm not from here.No soy
de aquí.My flight number is ______Mi vuelo es el número ______My flight leaves in an hour.Mi
vuelo sale en una hora.Where is migrations?¿Dónde está migraciones?I can't find my
luggage.No encuentro mi equipaje.I have two suitcases.Tengo dos maletas.Where is a
exchange house?¿Dónde hay una casa de cambio?My flight is delayed.Mi vuelo está retrasadoI
need to talk to a policeman.Necesito hablar con un policía.Where can I buy souvenirs?¿Dónde
puedo comprar recuerdos?Where can I have something to eat?¿Dónde puedo comer algo?
Where is this boarding gate?¿Dónde está esta puerta de embarque?My airline is
__________Mi aerolínea es __________I'm boarding the plane.Estoy abordando el
aviónChapter IIVerbsWhen we talk about the verbs, we talk about the word inside a sentence or
phrase that indicates the action that is being performed, either by a subject that exists in the
sentence, a tacit subject or through a command. Verbs are all those words that indicate action
and can be conjugated. A single verb can take a variety of forms depending on the subject it is
referring to, this verbal accident helps to express in more detail what happens with the verb.
Example:The verb to sing in Spanish is conjugated like this:YO CANTOI
SINGTU CANTASYOU SINGÉL CANTAHE
SINGSELLA CANTASHE SINGSNOSOTROS CANTAMOSWE
SINGELLOS CANTANTHEY SINGAs you can see, the verb does not change
its entire form, it always changes the last letter, as it is the case of the first plural
person(NOSOTROS) three extra letters are added to the verb (CANTAR), which matches with
the completion of the word related to the person: nosotrOS, cantamOS. However, there are
many more verbs and the ways of conjugating may vary slightly depending on the verb. Verb ser/
estarUnlike English, the verb SER and ESTAR (which are the English equivalent of verb to be) in
Spanish are very different, have different meanings from each other and therefore are written
differently. The verb in Spanish that refers to “I am a singer”, “I am a woman”, “I am your friend” is
the verb SER. On the other hand, when we refer to: "I am sitting", "I am close to home", "I am
tired" it means we are talking about the verb ESTAR.VERB SERVERB ESTARVERB TO BEYO
SOYYO ESTOYI AMTÚ ERESTÚ
ESTÁSYOU AREELLA / ÉL ESELLA/ÉL ESTÁSHE/HE ISELLOS
SONELLOS ESTÁNTHEY AREELLAS SONELLAS ESTÁNTHEY
ARENOSOTROS SOMOSNOSOTROS ESTAMOSWE AREThe previous table
refers to the verb in Spanish SER / ESTAR in its base form, that is, in the present tense or
infinitive. The table below will show the same verb in its past and future tenses.VERB SER



(PAST TENSE)VERB SER (FUTURE TENSE)YO FUI YO
SERÉTÚ FUISTETÚ SERÁSELLA /ÉL FUEELLA/ÉL
SERÁELLOS FUERONELLOS SERÁNELLAS FUERONELLAS
SERÁNNOSOTROS FUIMOSNOSOTROS SEREMOSVERB ESTAR (PAST
TENSE)VERB ESTAR (FUTURE TENSE)YO ESTABAYO
ESTARÉ TÚ ESTABASTÚ ESTARÁSELLA /ÉL
ESTABAELLA /ÉL ESTARÁELLOS ESTABANELLOS
ESTARÁNELLAS ESTABANELLAS ESTARÁNNOSOTROS
ESTÁBAMOSNOSOTROS ESTAREMOSLet’s talk further about the verb SER. In Spanish,
the use of this verb is varied and can appear in different situations that refers to the subject of
the sentence, remembering that a subject is not just a person's name, it can also be an animal, a
thing, a pronoun or implicit subject.The verb SER can be used to refer to the physical
appearance of someone or something. For example:I am blonde.Yo soy rubia.He is tall.Él es
alto.The verb SER can be used to refer to the identity of a person:I am Spanish.Yo soy
española.She is Venezuelan.Ella es Venezolana.The verb SER can be used to refer to the place
or time at which an event will occur:The concert will be tomorrow.El concierto será mañana.The
party is here.La fiesta es aquí.The verb SER can be used to indicate address, time and seasons
of the year.It is seven o'clock at night.Son las siete de la noche.We are in spring.Estamos en
primavera.The verb SER can be used to refer to people with interpersonal relationships with the
speaking subject.She is my friend.Ella es mi amiga.He is my boyfriend.Él es mi novio.The verb
SER can be used to know the price or the cost of something.How much is it?¿Cuánto es?It's five
dollars.Son cinco dólares.The verb SER can be used to know the origin or material of something
or someone.Marcos is from Brazil.Marcos es de Brasil.The table is made of wood.La mesa es
de madera.You can use the verb SER to know or to indicate the profession and/or craft that
someone exercises.I am an artist.Yo soy artista.He is a teacher.Él es profesor.As you can see,
the verb SER has many uses. The same thing happens with the verb ESTAR, then you will see
the different situations in which the verb ESTAR can be used in Spanish:The verb ESTAR can be
used to express mood or health states:I am sick.Estoy enfermo.She is happy.Ella está feliz.The
verb ESTAR is used to let people know about the marital status.I am married.Yo estoy
casado.She was single.Ella estaba soltera.The verb ESTAR is used to make a temporal and
geographical location to be known.She is in the past.Ella está en el pasado.We are at the
mall.Nosotros estamos en el centro comercial.The verb ESTAR can be used to refer to a
temporary appearance of something or someone.You are very emaciated since you study
mathematics.Desde que estudias matemáticas estás muy demacrada.You are thinner.Estás
más delgada.The verb ESTAR can be used to indicate marital status.I am married.Estoy
casada.They are single.Ellos están solteros.The verb ESTAR can be used to indicate the
location of something or someone.The beach is far away.La playa está lejos.My house is two
blocks away.Mi casa está a dos cuadras.You can use the verb ESTAR to indicate the state in
which someone is and what they do.Maria is in a bad mood.María está de mal humor.Carmen is



working.Carmen está trabajando.You can use the verb ESTAR to indicate the material with
which something was made of.This is made of cardboard.Esto está hecho de cartón.Bread is
made with flour.El pan está hecho con harina.The verb ESTAR can be used to indicate that the
same space and time is shared with someone, something or a place.I am with my mother.Yo
estoy con mi mamá.She is at home.Ella está en la casaWe are at a party.Nosotros estamos en
una fiesta.As you can see, these two verbs share several functions but are used individually
from each other. Deciding to use SER or ESTAR when you can use either will depend on the
context and the person who is using the language. While it may be the same to say: "Soy
soltero" to “Estoy soltero", it depends on the speaker to choose which verb he feels most
comfortable with. This is part of the magic of Spanish, there are different ways of saying the
same thing in different words and it is a matter of the speaker to choose what he feels best with
and what he feels most pleasant to use. The verb haber / tenerIn many languages, as with the
verb SER and ESTAR, the verb HABER and TENER are one. In Spanish this does not apply, the
verb HABER and TENER in Spanish are divided into two different verbs and they work
differently from each other. On the other hand, the verb HABER is usually conjugated as an
auxiliary of another verb. "HABER AMADO" acts as an auxiliary of the verb AMAR (to love) in
Spanish, modifying it. On the other hand, the verb TENER does not act as an auxiliary and
indicates possession of something or someone. We can see it more detailed below in the table
of conjugation HABER and TENER in present tense. VERB HABER (PRESENT TENSE)VERB
TENER (PRESENT TENSE)YO HE YO TENGO TÚ
HASTÚ TIENESELLA /ÉL HAELLA /ÉL TIENEELLOS
HANELLOS TIENENELLAS HANELLAS TIENENNOSOTROS
HEMOSNOSOTROS TENEMOSTwo tables with the past and future of both
tenses:VERB HABER (PAST TENSE)VERB TENER (PAST TENSE)YO
HUBE YO TUVE TÚ HUBISTETÚ
TUVISTEELLA /ÉL HUBOELLA /ÉL TUVOELLOS
HUBIERONELLOS TUVIERONELLAS HUBIERONELLAS
TUVIERONNOSOTROS HUBIMOSNOSOTROS TUVIMOSVERB HABER (FUTURE
TENSE)VERB TENER (FUTURE TENSE)YO HABRÉYO
TENDRÉ TÚ HABRÁSTÚ TENDRÁSELLA /ÉL
HABRÁELLA /ÉL TENDRÁELLOS HABRÁNELLOS
TENDRÁNELLAS HABRÁNELLAS TENDRÁNNOSOTROS
HABREMOSNOSOTROS TENDREMOSSince we know how to combine these two verbs
in simple tenses (present, past, future), we will see how these verbs are actually used in
Spanish:Starting with the verb HABER, this verb can be used in various ways in Spanish, one of
them is acting in an auxiliary way to demonstrate the existence of something.There are many
things here.Hay muchas cosas aquí.There are few people.Hay poca gente.Another use that this
verb can have is to help to demonstrate a need to do something. In this sense the verb always
conjugates the same: HAY + QUEYou have to go home.Hay que ir a casa.You have to buy



food.Hay que comprar comida.This verb can also be used while carrying out something or that
something is happening.There was a traffic accident.Hubo un accidente de tránsito.There was
no problem.No hubo ningún problema.There are many other ways to conjugate the verb
HABER. However these are the most basic forms of conjugation. To get into other conjugations it
is necessary to know other terms that are very advanced for this level. We will continue now with
the uses of the verb TENER in Spanish:The most common and basic use of this verb in Spanish
is having a possesion of someone or something.I have a car.Yo tengo un carro.We have a very
big dog.Tenemos un perro muy grande.Another common use of the verb TENER is to indicate
the age of a person. She is five years old.Ella tiene cinco años.You are three years old.Tú tienes
tres años.You can notice here that even when English uses the verb to be to refer to the
someone’s age (being three years old), Spanish uses verb TENER (which is the English
equivalent to the verb to have) to do so. With this mind, you can say that instead of “being” of a
certain age in English, you “have” a certain age in Spanish.The verb TENER is also used to
indicate an obligation or duty and is conjugated as: TENER + QUEWe have to do many
things.Tenemos que hacer muchas cosas.She has to go to the doctor.Ella tiene que ir al
médico.Personal formThe personal form of a verb refers to the way of conjugating the tense that
coincides with the subject in person and number. When verbs have this personal form it is very
common to omit the pronoun in the sentence. If this happened in English, we wouldn’t see the
subject on the sentence and it would make no sense. For instance:I cook only on Sundays.Yo
cocino solo los domingos - Cocino solo los domingos.Personal FormNon-personal formThese
verb forms on the contrary do not match the subject, since they are fixed and do not vary. These
non-personal verbal forms also have a subdivision that is: infinitive, gerund and
participle.InfinitiveThe Spanish infinitive performs substantive functions, so it comes to fulfill the
role of subject and can also modify the verb, adjective or adverb. The infinitive verbs have three
different pairs of letter at the end of the verb:AR (CANTAR)ER (CORRER)IR (VIVIR)The
infinitive also has two ways of presenting itself in a sentence, a simple form (CANTAR,
CORRER, VIVIR) and a composed form, where the verb HABER that we already know
participates. Walking is good for your health.Caminar es bueno para la salud.Infinitive
verbShe doesn't want to live alone.No quiere vivir sola.Infinitive verbI wish I
had worked with you.Quisiera haber trabajado contigo.Infinitive verbGerundThe use
of the gerund is limited to express when an action is being carried out, that is, an action that has
not yet been completed but has already started. Usually the gerund verbs end with a ANDO;
ENDO. It is the English equivalent of “ing” verb form. For instance:I am walking down the
street.Yo estoy caminando por la calle.We are singing in karaoke. Nosotros estamos cantando
en el karaoke. ParticipleVerbs that are in participle indicate that an action has culminated, that
something has been done. Related to the past tense.I have sung.He cantado.She had
finished.Ella había terminadoVerbal modesVerbal modes indicate the attitude with which the
sender is issuing its message, and there are three verbal modes in Spanish: indicative mode,
subjunctive mode and imperative mode.IndicativeThey express simple information: concise and



real. It has tenses that adapt to the subject.I sing every day.Yo canto todos los días.She can go
to Europe.Ella puede ir a Europa.SubjunctiveProvides information that is not concise or
uncertain. Normally the subjunctive appears after a negative sentence, as well as an indicative
one, it has tenses.I don't think I would sing in karaoke today.Hoy no creo que cante en el
karaoke.She will not do homework today.Ella no hará la tarea hoy.ImperativeThis verbal mode
refers to a command or request. Unlike previous times, it has no variants in its conjunction.Find a
chair.Busca una silla.Bring all your stuff.Trae todas tus cosas.We can have different tenses off
these three verbal modes (the imperative being the exception). However, these verbal tenses
are quite extensive and many of them require a more complex level of Spanish. Remember that
we are in the basics and many things will be shortened, but piece by piece we will advance in
the language and dominate the other inhospitable terrain. Verb tensesVerb tenses are quite a lot
in Spanish. In this occasion we will learn the simplest as they are past and future present. It is
important to keep in mind that the proper handling of verbs in Spanish will greatly facilitate
language usage, since the verb is one of the most used types of word in Spanish. Simple
tenseThe verbs are divided, in general, into two major categories: simple and compound verbs.
Now we will talk about simple verbs, which means that they are verbs that work as a verb by
themselves and do not need an auxiliary or other verb that puts them in context, as is the case
with the verb HABER. Remember?Present tenseIt is the tense that indicates what happens right
at the moment. Quite self-explanatory as works basically the same as English.Now we'll drop the
conjunction of simple tense of the verb CANTAR and CAMINAR table below.YO
CANTOYO CAMINOTU CANTASTU
CAMINASELLA/ ÉL CANTAELLA/ ÉL CAMINAELLOS
CANTANELLOS CAMINANELLAS CANTANELLAS
CAMINANNOSOTROS CANTAMOSNOSOTROS CAMINAMOSPast tensePast
tense indicates something already happened and that stopped happening, alludes to both
distant and immediate past. Below is a conjunction table of the verbs CANTAR and CAMINAR in
the past.YO CANTABAYO CAMINABATU
CANTABASTU CAMINABASELLA/ ÉL CANTABAELLA/ ÉL
CAMINABAELLOS CANTABANELLOS CAMINABANELLAS
CANTABANELLAS CAMINABANNOSOTROS
CANTÁBAMOSNOSOTROS CAMINÁBAMOSFutureFuture tense is one that refers to
something that will happen or is going to. It may refer to both distant and immediate past.Below
you will see a table in which future conjugations of the verbs CANTAR and CAMINAR are
seen.YO CANTARÉYO CAMINARÉTU
CANTARÁSTU CAMINARÁSELLA/ ÉL CANTARÁELLA/ ÉL
CAMINARÁELLOS CANTARÁNELLOS CAMINARÁNELLAS
CANTARÁNELLAS CAMINARÁNNOSOTROS
CANTAREMOSNOSOTROS CAMINAREMOSCompound tensesThe compound tenses
are those that need to be completed by an auxiliary verb to complete its meaning, or those that



are auxiliary to complete the meaning of other verbs. With the existence of the auxiliary verb
HABER and its fusion with any other verb, many branches of verb tenses that are much more
complex to understand, for instances: Compound past perfect, pluperfect, previous past tense,
future perfect, conditional compound and many others varieties of compound verb tenses.Don’t
be scared! Learning a language is always learning something step by step when it seems that
everything should be learned all at once. However, the latter is impossible and that is why you
should always have to be very patient and be willing to invest your time in correctly learning a
language. Make the best of you!Practical exercises for pronunciation.To speak in Spanish, it is
good to have our mouths in open positions, if we talk with our mouths too closed, in addition to
making it difficult for others to understand us, we will hinder our articulation. We must take into
account what we already mentioned in the previous exercise: the vowels in Spanish.As we know,
there is only five vowels in Spanish and each of them has only one sound, so learning them is
not difficult. Though it may get a tricky when pronouncing these vowels with certain consonants.
Now we will leave you a list of the consonants of Spanish:B, C, D, F, G, H, J, K, L, M, N, Ñ, O, P,
Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, ZA good pronunciation technique to start releasing our mouth and
tongue to speak Spanish is to pronounce frequently and in order of vowel: BRA, BRE, BRI, BRO,
BRU.It is important that you pay attention to the movement of your mouth, its opening and the
position that the tongue takes. The consonant B is a sound that articulates in a bilabial way, this
means that the lips are close together at the beginning and separated when the sound comes
out. This, along with the tongue that is positioned behind the teeth to make the sound of the R
and followed by the vowels, will help you understand how your mouth should behave when
speaking Spanish. After practicing enough, we can do the same exercise with the letters C and
L. Thus: CLA, CLE, CLI, CLO, CLU.The C is a letter that in Spanish must be articulated
interdentally, that is, the tongue is located between the upper and lower teeth and in this way the
sound will appear. When combined with the L, which is articulated like the R but without
vibrating, plus the vowels, we will be accustoming our mouth to position itself in other ways and
to become familiar with other articulatory opportunities present in Spanish.Verb usage in
everyday situationsJust like in the previous chapter, we will provide some phrases that contain
verbs that are often used in daily life or that you may need to establish a basic communication
with a Spanish speaker.Yo estoy cansadaI’m tiredMañana estamos ocupadosWe’re busy
tomorrowAyer había mucha genteThere was a lot of people yesterdayYo tenía hambreI was
hungrySeré un médicoI will be a doctorEstaré en tu casa hoyI will be at your place todayYo estoy
emocionadaI’m excitedTengo un perro grandeI have a big dogHoy hay vientoToday is
windyTengo mucho frioI’m freezingMañana tendré tiempo libreI will have free time
tomorrowEstoy abajoI’m downstairsMi gato está felizMy cat is happyMañana habré terminadoI
will have ended tomorrowEstamos cerca de la ciudadWe are near the city¿Eres el que está
sentado?Are you the one that is sit?No te había vistoI haven’t seen youChapter
IIIPronounsPronouns are those that are used to refer to the subject: animal, thing or person.
These do not need to be accompanied by the subject in the sentence, they can take the place of



the subject and this way the pronoun is assumed as the noun within the sentence. If we
remember in English the pronouns are: he, you, she, he, we, they.In Spanish there is a great
variety of pronouns and these are divided into classifications according to their use and
usefulness. It usually happens that, within a sentence, the same subject must be referred to
several times, the pronoun serves to avoid re-mentioning the subject and making the reading
heavy. Instead of saying "María" several times in a sentence, it is preferable to say she, exactly
so it happens in Spanish. The pronouns we have are: personal, reflexive, relative, possessive,
indefinite, demonstrative and interrogative pronouns.PersonalThese are the most common and
simple, they are the ones we have seen several times in the practice tables of the verb. They are
used to refer to the subject.FIRST PERSONYOSINGULARSECOND PERSONTUTHIRD
PERSONELTHIRD PERSONELLAFIRST PERSONNOSOTROSPLURALSECOND
PERSONVOSOTROSTHIRD PERSONELLASTHIRD PERSONELLOSReflective
pronounsReflective pronouns complement reflexive verbs, agree with them in subject and
number. These pronouns always refer to the subject and indicate that the action the subject
performs falls on him at the same time.I comb my hair every morning.Me peino el cabello todas
las mañanas.I paint my nails at night.Me pinto las uñas en las noches.As you can see in the
examples, these pronouns indicate that the action that the subject performs falls on the same
subject. This is a way of not redound when speaking. The issuer performs an action that falls on
him. It is very important to remember that the idea to identify reflexive pronouns. In the first
example, the sender of the message is combing his own hair, the combing action is done on
himself, the same happens with the second example.Now, we will leave you a table with the
reflexive pronouns according to their personal pronoun.YOMEYO ME PEINOTUTETÚ TE
PEINASÉLSEÉL SE PEINAELLASEELLA SE PEINANOSOTROSNOSNOSOTROS NOS
PEINAMOSVOSOTROSOSVOSOTROS OS PEINASELLOS / ELLASSEELLOS SE PEINANAs
you can see in the table, there is no need that the sentence is in first person to have a reflexive
verb. There is something important to know about these pronouns in particular: is that their
position may vary according to the need of the sentence.Reflective pronouns can be used
before the verb:She combs her hair. Verb Reflective pronounsElla se
peina.Reflective pronouns VerbWe comb our hair. Verb Reflective
pronounsNosotros nos peinamos.Reflective pronouns VerbDo you remember the
verb modes? The reflexive can be placed in front of an imperative verb or attached to the verb
on the back of the verb:Dress properly!¡Arréglate!Focus yourself!¡ Te concentras!!Returning to
verbs, before the infinitive pronoun the reflexive pronoun is also added, unifying with the
word:She does not want comb herselfElla no quiere peinarsewe need comb ourselvesnosotros
necesitamos peinarnosSame thing happens with the gerund verb, we may attach the verb
placing the reflective pronoun at the end, or we can put it before the verb:He is dressing.Él se
está vistiendo.He is dressing himself.Él está vistiendose.Relative pronounsThis type of
pronouns is responsible for unifying two sentences or phrases, the second sentence must
always qualify or add additional information to the subject named in the first sentence. This first



sentence is called antecedent, this does not have to be a whole sentence, it can be from a
simple name to a great phrase. This pronoun replaces the subject at the time of appearing in the
second sentence. When we add a subordinate sentence with a relative, it is usually added by
placing quotes before the relative pronoun. The only exceptions to this rule are those in which
very specific information will be added. Here is a table with relative pronouns:Now we will know
how the different pronouns are used:The relative QUE is one of the most common relative in the
Spanish language, as seen in the table above It can be used for: person or thing no matter
gender and number. Here are some examples:Maria dresses in clothes that belong to her
sister.María se viste con ropa que es de su hermana.Maria, who did not finish her homework,
graduated.Maria, que no terminan sus tareas, se graduó.This relative cannot be combined
directly with a preposition, to do this it is necessary to place an article before QUE.Maria, the
one you used to spend time with.Maria, con la que te la pasabas.Unlike the QUE used
individually, when used with an article, a comma must be to separate the sentences. It must be
taken into account that although the QUE is indistinct of gender and number, the article that
accompanies it is not, for this reason the article must coincide with the subject.The next relative
is QUIEN, this type of pronouns always have a person as a precedent, unlike QUE, which also
accepts animal or thing, QUIEN is only usable while referring to a person, it is also indistinct for
gender. However, in the plural form an /ES/ is added: QUIENES.Maria, who did not finish her
homework, graduated.Maria, quien /que no terminaba sus tareas, se graduó.They were the
ones who did the test. / They, who did the test.Ellos fueron quienes presentaron el examen /
Ellos, que presentaron el examen.As you can see, sometimes the structure order that the
sentence will take depends on the pronoun you use. There are times when it is necessary to
place the verb before the pronoun, other times it can be placed after the pronoun. These details
will be polished while we get to progress more in Spanish.The relative CUYO designates the
holder that the noun accompanies, which appears explicitly in the preceding sentence. This
pronoun must coincide in number and gender with the noun, as indicated in the table above.
This particular pronoun is often used in formal or academic situations, so it is usually more
present in writing and not in a day to day conversation.She is Maria, whose mother passed
away.Ella es María, cuya madre falleció.He is the teacher, whose classes are very good.El es el
profesor, cuyas clases son muy buenas.The next relative pronoun is the one that refers to the
quantity and is similar to the English equivalent of how much/many. CUANTO has to coincide in
gender and number with the subject, its position in the sentence can also vary, although it'
usually is in front of the subject. This type of pronoun is not commonly used, however can still be
used.Many people as they wanted to pass through. Pasaron cuantas personas quisieron.She
brought as many dogs she wanted.Ella trajo cuantos perros quiso.Finally, another pronoun used
to person, animal or thing: EL CUAL and its variations; LA CUAL, LOS CUALES, LAS CUALES,
referring to feminine and plural for both genders. This type of pronoun is the equivalent of the
pronoun LA QUE, EL QUE, LAS QUE, LOS QUE, and exist with the sole function of giving more
linguistic variety to the texts to avoid excessive repetition. Maria, with whom you passed it /



Maria, with whom you passed it.Maria, con la cual te la pasabas / María, con la que te la
pasabas.Possessive pronounThis type of pronoun replaces the subject and refers to the
possession of an object, thing or person. The possessed is linked with the holder thanks to this
pronoun.  We got a table with possessive pronouns and their respective personal pronoun below.
YOMIOTUTUYOÉLSUYOELLASUYONOSOTROSNUESTROVOSOTROSVUESTROELLOSSUY
OELLASSUYOThe table above reflects possessive pronouns in singular, to convert them into
plural form an S must be added at the end of each pronouns. For instance: TUYOS. Also, the
pronouns with the masculine gender are reflected in the table, to turn them into feminine only the
last letter must be changed from O to an A, for instance: SUYA. Here are more examples:Those
shoes are yours.Esos zapatos son los tuyos.Those things are yours.Son suyas esas cosas.This
dog is mine.Este perro es mío.Possessive atones pronounThese pronouns precede the noun
and coincide with it in gender and number. We got a table of these possessive atones
below:YOMI / MISTUTU /TUSÉLSUELLASUNOSOTROSNUESTROS /
NUESTRASVOSOTROSVUESTROS / VUESTRASELLOSSUSELLASSUSHere some
examples:Tomorrow I start my course.Mañana comienzo mi curso.Your houses are
beautiful.Vuestras casas son lindas.Your car is new.Su carro está nuevo.Indefinite
pronounsIndefinite pronouns exist only to indicate the amount of the noun, it does not modify it
but it is capable of replacing it, in some cases within the sentence. Indefinite pronouns are quite
a lot in Spanish, but they are not governed by personal pronouns as we have seen with the
previous ones. Now a table with the indefinite pronouns, divided according to their possibility of
variation:To vary the undefined pronouns in gender and number it is only necessary, in case you
want to change it to feminine, replace the O with an A, and if you want to convert it to the plural
form place an S at the end. The cases in which this cannot be done have been clarified in the
table above, as is the case of the undefined pronoun that vary only in number, these have a
particular way of becoming plural.Table with the translation of each of these
pronouns:TANTOSO MUCHCIERTOCERTAIN/TRUEMUCHOA
LOTPOCOFEWALGÚNSOMEOTROOTHERTODOALL/EVERYTHINGDEMASIADOTOO
MUCHBASTANTEQUITECUALQUIERWHICHEVER/ANYQUIENQUIERAWHOEVER/ANYONEV
ARIOSSOMENINGÚNNONEALGOSOMEMÁSMORECADAEACHALGUIENSOMEONECUALQ
UIERAANYONENADIENO ONEMENOSLESSNADANOTHINGSome of these pronouns have a
particular way of appearing in Spanish, now we will talk about them:TODO/EVERYTHING is
always accompanied by an article that must agree with the noun in gender and number, in
addition it usually appears after the pronoun, but they can also appear before the verb of the
sentence. Other pronouns like NADA do not need an article. For instance:I have everything I
need.Yo tengo todo lo que necesito.She lost everything.Ella lo perdió todo.Now all that is left is
this.Ahora todo lo que queda es esto.The pronouns CUALQUIERA and CADA always refer to a
totality of something, that is, a set of things. Each dog is different.Cada perro es diferente.Any
dog can run.Cualquier perro puede correr.Demonstratives pronounsDemonstratives pronouns
help to identify a person, object or animal by referring to their physical proximity to the person



who speaks, that is, if it is far away or near them. The demonstrative pronouns are governed by
the adverbs of place: AQUÍ, ALLÍ Y AHÍ which are the English equivalent of HERE AND THERE.
However, you should not pay too much attention to this. These demonstrations can vary in both
gender and number. Now you will see what they are and their translation into English:AQUÍALLÍA
HÍESTEAQUELESEESTOAQUELLOESOHERETHERETHERETHISTHATTHATTHISTHATTHAT
In the above table we can see that there are three demonstrative pronouns in the middle
column the demonstrative pronouns are described in their singular masculine form, and the
latter are in their singular neutral form. To change them to feminine or plural form, we do the
same process as with the previous ones, we substitute the E / O for the A for feminine, and add
an S for plural. For instance: AQUELLAS, ESTAS, ESAS.Below is a table with the translation of
these demonstrative
pronouns:ESTETHISAQUELTHATESETHATESTOTHISAQUELLOTHATESOTHATExamples of
the use of these pronouns:This man is very tall.Aquel hombre es muy alto.That table is very
old.Esa mesa está muy vieja.This is a complex situation.Esta situación es compleja.Tomorrow I
will come to this restaurant.Mañana vendré a este restaurante.That looks very lonely.Aquello se
ve muy solitario.Interrogatives pronounsInterrogative pronouns are those that refer to a subject
that is unknown and someone wants to know it. These pronouns are used in interrogation
sentences, that is, questions. These pronouns are the same as the relative ones, to help their
correct differentiation an accent mark is added:¿QUÉ?WHAT?¿QUIÉN?WHO?¿CUÁL?WHICH?
When a direct question is being asked, these pronouns will be accompanied by question marks,
but when an indirect question is asked the only way to differentiate them from the relative ones
are the accent marks they always carry.The pronoun QUÉ does not vary in number or gender.
The pronouns QUIÉN and CUÁL vary only in number and an ES is added for plural form, for
instance: QUIÉNES.When the question refers to something happening to a person, it is
accompanied by the indirect complement A in front of the pronoun. For instance:Who got
pushed?¿A quién empujaron? It refers to some unknown subject have been pushed. When
adding this complement, it indicates the action of a verb on the unknown subject. For most
people who are beginners in speaking Spanish, it is quite confusing to use QUÉ and CUÁL. In
Spanish these two pronouns are quite different from each other and you cannot replace one with
the other. In order to know when each one should be used you have to pay attention to how the
sentence is structured. QUE = absolutely identify an object . CUAL = define or delimit an object
within a set of objects. For instance:What will we eat?¿Qué comeremos? It seeks to identify
something.Which of these cakes are we going to eat?¿Cuál de estas tortas comeremos? It is
about defining which option available will be chosen. There are some formulas that can help you
to structure sentences correctly with this pair of pronouns:QUÉ + VERB
QUÉ + SUBSTANTIVE + VERBWhat will we eat? What cake do you like?¿Qué
comeremos? ¿Qué torta te gusta?CUÁL + VERB + SUBSTANTIVE CUÁL +
VERB + VARIOUS ELEMENTSWhat is your cake? Which do you like more: chocolate
or vanilla?Cuál es tu torta? ¿ Cuál te gusta más: chocolate o vainilla?Practical



exercises with pronounsWe will do practical exercises using QUÉ and CUÁL. You will have
several short sentences or phrases that you will have to complete with the two pronouns, looking
for a way to solve where each one of them goes. Remember to support you from the advice we
have given and review the formulas provided to you. Don't despair if at the beginning you can't
do it right, that's what learning is about. At the end of this chapter you will have a chart with the
correct answer.¿ _______ es tu color favorito? ¿ _______ carro manejas? ¿ _______ es
esto? ¿ _______ harás mañana?¿ _______ es tu nombre? ¿ _______ te gusta más, chocolate
o vainilla? ¿ _______ comeremos? ¿ _______ haremos? ¿ _______ es tu casa?¿_______ será
tu apellido?¿ _______ ropa te pondrás?¿ _______ quieres hacer?¿ _______ es la dirección?
¿ _______ pasó ayer? ¿ _______ camisa vas a comprar? The pronoun in their daily useNext
you will have several phrases that will be using different pronouns, identify which they are:Ella
tiene mucho fríoShe is freezingÉl camina todas las tardesHe walks out every afternoonNosotros
iremos a la playaWe will go to the beachNo, ellos se quedanNo, they stay¿Ustedes quieren
venir?Do you want to come?Estos son mis padresThese are my parentsElla es mi gataShe is
my catMis cuadernos estan rotosMy notebooks are damagedEse perro es suyoThat dog is
yoursEse carro es míoThat car is mineMe miro al espejoI look myself into the mirrorMe coloco
perfumeI wear perfumeSe pintará el cabelloShe/he will dye her/his hair¿Te pondrás eso?Will
you wear that?Creo que iré a otro lugarI think I'll go somewhere else.Pregúntale a quien sea Ask
anyoneEs María la que tiene que preguntarleMaria is the one who has to ask.Fueron cuantos
quisieronPeople went as much as they wanted¿Quién es ese hombre?Who is that man?¿Qué
quieres?What do you want?¿Cuál de todas esas te gusta?Which of these do you like?Esto
tarda demasiados díasThis takes too many days.Todo pasa por algoEverything happens for a
reason.Here is the table of correct answers from the previous exercise.1Which2What3What4Wh
at5Which6Which7What8What9Which10Which11What12What13Which14What15WhichChapter
IVThe articlesIn Spanish, names are usually accompanied by an article, except the proper
names like: José or María. On the other hand, if we talk about a car or house, they are
accompanied by their respective article. Articles, like many pronouns, vary by gender and
number and must match the noun they precede. Articles are divided into two categories: the
determined and the undetermined.Determined articlesDetermined articles are those that refer to
a specific thing: La casa, a specific object. The two determined articles that exist are: LA for
feminine and LO for masculine. To turn them into a plural form, an S is added at the end.
Example: LAS, LOS. The only opportunity in which the use of an article for a proper name is
admissible is when we refer to a group, for instance, if we refer to several people with the name
Maria, we can say: Las Marías, adding an S at the end of the proper name.Another use that can
be given to certain articles is when we use the noun in a general way, for example:The pictures
help decorate any place.Los cuadros ayudan a decorar cualquier lugar.Meat is very heavy for
the body.La carne es muy pesada para el organismo.They are also used to name the days of the
week:Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday.El lunes, el martes,
el miércoles, el jueves, el viernes, el sábado y el domingo.To talk about the clock:It's two



o'clock.Son las dos en punto.See you tomorrow at one in the afternoon.Mañana nos vemos a la
una de la tarde.To name parts of the body:The handLa manoThe footEl pieThe faceLa caraAnd
so on with countless nouns. Now we will explain the indeterminate articles:Indeterminate
articlesThe indeterminate are also two articles only: UN for the masculine and UNA for the
feminine. Like the others, they become plural when an S is added at the end. In the case of UN,
OS is added instead: UNOS, UNAS.Some girls are runningUnas niñas están corriendoSome
dogs are barking.Unos perros están ladrando.A particular use given to these indeterminate
articles is to accompany an amount:There are a few extra kilograms.Hay unos kilogramos extra.I
have a pair of shirts.Tengo un par de camisas.The contracted articlesThese articles are one of
the few words that can be contracted in Spanish as it happens in English. This contraction in
Spanish occurs because the article begins with a vowel and the word that precedes it ends with
a vowel, this often occurs with the letter A, the word DE and the article EL. With this graphic you
will understand better:Stay inside the car Quédate dentro de el carro - This use is
incorrect.Stay inside the car. Quédate dentro del carro -This is the correct use.We go to the
restaurant. Incorrect use.Vamos a el restauranteWe go to the restaurantVamos al restaurante
Correct use.There is another last article that is used for neutral words, this is the LO. Unlike the
other articles, this never accompanies nouns, it only accompanies adjectives that modify the
subject. Example:That's the good thing about you.Eso es lo bueno de tí.The simple thing of
living with you. Lo simple de vivir contigo. Practical exercises with articlesAs in the previous
chapter, you will be presented with a series of phrases in which you must complete the correct
article, at the end of this chapter you will have the correct answers.___ carro___ casa___
perro___ gato___ patos___ bueno___ malo___ mejor___ sonido___ animales___ Marías___
vecinos ___ países ___ lapíz___ matemáticasArticles usage in everyday lifeLos sábados los
tengo libreI am free on Saturdays¿Qué es lo que pasa?What is happening?Eres lo mejor del
mundoYou are the best in the worldNecesito las instruccionesI need the instructionsPasame las
frutasPass me the fruitsQuiero tener un perroI want to have a dogHay unas botas lindas en la
tiendaThere are some nice boots in the storeTengo un par de minutos libresI have a couple of
free minutesEl desayuno estaba calienteBreakfast was hotLlegaré una hora tardeI'll be an hour
late¿Tienes un mapa?Do you have a map?Necesito un pasaje de regresoI need a return
ticketMe duele la cabezaI got a headache¿Cómo llego a un hospital?How do I get to a hospital?
Correct answers from previous practice:1EL2LA3EL4EL5LOS6LO7LO8LO9UN10LOS11LAS12
LOS13LOS14EL15LASChapter VAdjectivesAdjectives are those words that accompany a noun
to qualify it with some atribute. These can never be without a noun since their function depends
entirely on them, nor can they replace them in the sentence, unless there is a previous
context. Adjectives is all that is said about the quality of the subject. Example:Maria is
pretty.Maria es linda.José is tall.José es alto.The street is dirty.La calle está sucia.
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Mary   , “Simple to peruse and apply simple tips.. A extraordinary asset for any new individual.
Much obliged to the writer for giving us such a lovely book.”

Daniel H Lopez, “Good for basics. The book explains the pronunciation in an easy to follow way
by using sounds that already exist in English, which helped me a lot. It contains several great
phrases to learn and briefly explains how to form conjugations. This book is great for someone
that wants to learn the basics for traveling to a Spanish speaking region or if you recently moved
to one. It will get you through most basic everyday situations but also situations where you are in
need of help for authorities. In order to become fluent or have a more advanced conversation,
you will need more than this book. However, it is a good place to start.”

Carmen Serrano, “Good luck!!. This was an incredible beginner / intermediate learning tool for
Spanish. I have really struggled for months with a variety of topics before getting this book. While
reading it I found that the lessons were covered in a very easily digestible format and suddenly
things began to “click!”. I highly recommend it for students at all levels! Good luck!!”

Connor Moringstar, “Great job. Very much arranged information is very obliging. I appreciated
the essayist's approach. Everything in this book verifiably bodes well. I found this book in all
regards help. An unprecedented read ever.Thanks, essayist for such a mind boggling book.”
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feedback.
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